
Controling how content displays and linking
Posted by heatherg - 2012/04/19 17:35
_____________________________________

I may have misunderstood how EasySlider would work. I was looking for something that could be used as a module on
the home page of my site that would feature other content while displaying a link to that content. This plugin is loading
the whole article so that you only see a fraction of the top corner with no link to get to the article on display.

In addition, you can see a sliver of the previous article when you cycle through with a small bullet beside the article. Also,
if you cycle through to the last item, it starts to load a nearly blank page with a link. I inherited this site for the migration to
Joomla 2.5, so there could be something is what the last designer built that is creating that final issue. 

This is the version I'm working on: 
http://www.cachecanada.org/1/clone/jupgrade/

This is what I'm try to replicate:
www.cachecanada.org/1/

Thanks!

============================================================================

Re:Controling how content displays and linking
Posted by admin - 2012/04/20 07:09
_____________________________________

Hello,

A small bullet appears due to site template CSS file. Add the next CSS rule to a site template CSS file (for example to
file) to remove the bullet:


UL LI.es-news-item
{
 padding: 0 !important;
}


Set "Move effect" parameter to "Fade", "Show navigation controls" parameter to "No" and "Continuos" parameter to "Yes"
and set "Articles -> Template" parameter to the next value:


{$title}

{$created|date_format:%d.%m.%Y}

{$introtext}


in module settings to replicate the slider from the second site.

Regards,
ARI Soft

============================================================================

Re:Controling how content displays and linking
Posted by heatherg - 2012/04/24 22:27
_____________________________________

Thanks so much! I got it working.

And for an FYI in case anyone else looking at this has their bullets set up as images, add 'background: transparent;' to
UL LI.es-news-item
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